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one of the things that inventor does extremely well is the ability to create 3d models in a very short
space of time. this makes it possible for some designs to be created in a matter of minutes, and
allows a designer to look at what he or she has done. it also provides good documentation in the
form of metadata, and has the ability to create assemblies for use in manufacturing. the problem

with this approach is that the part created may not be the optimal one. while theres no way of
automatically generating exploded views, users have the benefit that representations of the

assembly are available (such as core half or cavity half, cooling channels and such) and much
information can be extracted from the rich 3d model and the associated metadata. for inventor users
that need to create moulds from their designs, autodesk has a new moldflow add-on that integrates

the tool set from the algor software and plassotech acquisitions. moldflow 2011 is available for
autodesk inventor 2010 and works with the autodesk inventor mold designer to create inventor mold
parts. it also offers a number of tools to assist mold designers with tool path generation. the toolset

is provided as a free trial download. the inventor tooling suite brings autodesks new materials
technology to the inventor 2010 product. it includes a free-form surface and part creation tool,
inventor action studio, which enables users to interactively create parts. the tool can be used in
conjunction with either of the free-form surface creation tools, inventor 2011 and inventor 2011
advanced, to create the basic shapes of the parts. these two free-form surface creation tools are

available for purchase as part of the inventor tooling suite, which starts at $4,995 for inventor 2011
basic, $7,995 for inventor 2011 mes, $14,995 for inventor 2011 professional and $89,995 for

inventor 2011 advanced.

Autodesk Inventor 2010 Full Version

the release of inventor 2010 also marks the debut of autodesk inventor 2010 as a web-based
product. although you can still download the inventor 2010 product and use it without the web, it is
now available exclusively through autodesk labs, the company's online development environment.

this is a significant change for autodesk inventor, which previously supported both a download and a
web-based version. the web-based version of inventor 2010 will be supported indefinitely. inventor
2010 offers the ability to save your own materials definitions, which can be shared with others, and
used for your other parts, reducing the need to re-define and re-save materials for all parts. not one

to rest on its laurels, autodesk have also added the ability to group components in a part, so that
they are all shown in the model at the same time. this allows users to examine the positioning of
multiple components at once, reducing the need to move parts around and re-draw and then re-
position them. its fair to say that autodesk inventor, and its 2005 release, was the beginning of a
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revolution in design. it broke the mould and set the standard, and was the first to offer such a
seamless workflow, and delivery of 3d modelling and simulation, and construction management and
manufacturing support. what inventor has done next, is release the first of many products that will
attempt to improve upon the already impressive standard. the 2010 release is already proving a

significant step forward. finally, inventor 2010s user interface (ui) has been completely redesigned.
with a new look, that is easier to navigate and more information is clearly presented at a glance,

making it easier than ever to create and modify parametric designs. inventors new parametric tools
tools and data management tools have been further refined to give designers the flexibility and
freedom to change the way they design. as you may expect, the list of features and functions is

extensive, but i would like to give you a taste of what is available. 5ec8ef588b
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